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ates the �-calculus with equational constraints to provide for logic variables. Ourbisimulation allows to consider the �-calculus as an extension of the -calculuswith constraints. To obtain this result, we simpli�ed the original �-calculus [19]:Now, constraints actually \come for free" in �, in contrast to previous extensionsof  with constraints [22, 23, 19, 25].The �-calculus over the trivial constraint system �(;) is a proper subset of theasynchronous polyadic �-calculus [12, 3, 8]. This result is immediate from theidenti�cation of procedural abstractions with replicated input agents. Once-onlyinput agents are not available in �(;). Surprisingly, �(;) is still Turing complete:Higher-orderness allows us to embed the eager �-calculus. A continuation passingstyle [20] avoids logic variables which have been employed in an earlier embeddingof the eager �-calculus into  [23, 16].2 We prove the adequacy of our embeddingbased on a simulation and uniform conuence [16].3The �-calculus is syntactically compositional: Constraints, applications, condi-tionals, and cells can be freely combined by composition, declaration, and ab-straction. The reduction relation of � is de�ned up to a structural congruence,as familiar from recent presentations of � [13, 3, 8] and  [23]. The central nov-elty in the version presented here is the distinction of logical conjunction ( _̂ ) onconstraints from composition (^). In the standard cc-model [21, 5, 6], these dis-tinctions hold implicitly due to a monolithic constraint store. In a compositionalsyntax, the separation of conjunction and composition is central since it yieldssimple normal forms.On reduction, applications, cells, or conditionals interact with an arbitrary con-straint in their environment, but only one of them. For instance, the conditionalif x=y then E else F � is irreducible in the context of x=1 ^ y=1, since none ofx=1 or y=1 entails or disentails x=y, but reducible in the context of x=1 _̂ y=1since x=1 _̂ y=1 j= x=y. Constraints must be combined explicitly by reduction:�1 ^ �2 ! �1 _̂ �2This combination rule is the essential di�erence of the �-calculus in this paperto its predecessor [19]. It plays the role of elimination in  where no conjunctionis apparent: 9x9y(x=y ^E) ! 9yE[y=x]The separation of conjunction and composition leads to a transparently dis-tributed constraint store. From this point of view, combination can be interpret-ed as uni�cation which may or may not involve a network transfer.Related Work: Most surprisingly, the lazy �-calculus can be embedded into�(;) with call-by-need complexity (see [17]). Alternatively, the call-by-need �-calculus [2] could be directly embedded into �(;). Both results are stronger thanthe analogous results for � [4], since both embeddings map into a uniformly2 We owe the idea to personal communication with Gert Smolka and Martin Odersky.3 Indeterminism via cells cannot arise in �(;) and is not needed for functionalcomputation.



conuent subset of �(;) and �. Furthermore, Milner's embedding of the lazy�-calculus into � [13] does not capture call-by-need complexity, and Smolka'scall-by-need embedding of the lazy �-calculus into  [23] has been given withouta correctness proof.The relationship between the �-calculus and the standard cc model [21] is rathersimple: The standard cc model can be obtained by dropping higher-order ab-stractions from � and replacing cells with indeterministic sums. A formal proofof this statement would have to deal with distinct notions of constraint systems.Plan of the paper: In the Sections 2 and 3 we review  and introduce �.Section 4 shows the coincidence of  and �(x=y). Section 5 is devoted to thediscussion of uniformly conuent subcalculi of  and �. In Section 6, we embedthe eager �-calculus into �(;) and relate the latter with �.2 The -CalculusOur presentation of  mainly follows [23] except that we omit names. The omis-sion of names is argued below. We assume an in�nite set of variables ranged overby x, y, z, u, v, and w. Sequences of variables are denoted by x, y, : : :. The setof elements of a sequences x is written as V(x). The -calculus is speci�ed byexpressions, a structural congruence, and a reduction relation. The expressionsE, F and G are de�ned by the following abstract syntax:E;F;G ::= x:y=E j xy j E ^ F j 9xE j x=y jif x=y then E else F � j x: y j >An abstraction x:y=E has a reference x, formal arguments y and body E. Anapplication xy \calls" the abstraction x with actual arguments y. CompositionE ^ F puts the expressions E and F in parallel. Declaration 9xE introducesa new local variable x with scope E. Equations x=y provide for logic vari-ables. Note that conjunction ( _̂ ) of equations is not apparent in . A conditionalif x=y then E else F � consists of guard x=y and branches E and F . A cell ex-pression x: y states that a cell referred to by x currently holds the content y. Thenull expression > is an expression which does nothing, but is useful for de�ningprenex normal forms.Bound variables are introduced as formal arguments of abstractions and by dec-laration. Variables that are not bound are called free. FV(E) and BV(E) denotethe sets of free respectively bound variables in E.The structural congruence � is the least congruence on expressions satisfyingthe axioms in Figure 1. It provides for the usual properties of bound variables,composition, and declaration. The reduction ! is the least binary relation onexpressions satisfying the axioms and rules in Figure 2. We use a generalisedreplacement operator [z=y] for simultaneous substitution. Its application implic-itly requires that z and y have equal length and that y be linear; i.e., that allelements of y be pairwise distinct.



(�) capture free renaming of bound variables(ACI) ^ is associative and commutative and satis�es E ^ > � E.(Exch) 9x9yE � 9y9xE(Scope) 9xE ^ F � 9x(E ^ F ) if x =2 FV(F )Fig. 1. Structural Congruence of the -Calculus(A) x:y=E ^ xz ! x:y=E ^E[z=y] if V(z) \ BV(E) = ;(E) 9x9y(x=y ^E) ! 9yE[y=x] if x 6= y and y =2 BV(E)(Cell) x: y ^ xuv ! x: u ^ v=y(Then) if x=x then E else F � ! EE ! F9xE ! 9xF E ! FE ^G! F ^G E1 � E2 E2 ! F2 F2 � F1E1 ! F1Fig. 2. Reduction of the -calculusApplication (A) executes procedure calls by passing actual parameters for for-mal ones. The side condition can always be met by �-renaming. Elimination(E) executes equations and may trigger all the other rules. Since eliminationrequires both variables to be declared, equations are symmetric: By (�) we get9x9y(x=y ^E) ! 9xE[x=y], if x 6= y and x 62 BV(E). When a cell expressionx: y and an application xuv meet, the value y held by x is replaced by u and v isbound to y (Cell). A conditional reduces on equality of variables (Then). With-out names or more expressive constraints than equations, an (Else)-rule cannotbe formulated. We shall discuss several versions of (Else)-rules in the sequel.Elimination and Application. The simplest example is to apply the identity re-lation id: Id � id:xy=y=x. Here we apply id to itself and the result to u.9id(id: Id ^ 9z (id idz ^ z uout)) � 9id9z (id: Id ^ id id z ^ z uout)!A 9id9z (id: Id ^ z=id ^ z uout) � 9id9z (z=id ^ id: Id ^ z uout)!E 9id(id: Id ^ iduout)!A 9id(id: Id ^ out = u)As done in this example, we shall freely annotate reduction arrows !R with thename of the applied axiom R.Cells. Cells introduce concurrently mutable state into  by providing a persis-tent reference to a changeable value (i.e., a location). The indeterminism of cellreduction is needed to express concurrent objects [23]. Cells destroy conuenceFor example, consider the reduction of E � x: y ^ xu1v1 ^ xu2 v2:x: u2 ^ xu1 v1 ^ v2=y Cell E !Cell x: u1 ^ v1=y ^ xu2v2x: u1 ^ v1=u1 ^ v2=y Cell !Cell x: u2 ^ v1=y ^ v2=u1



New Names. Compared to the original -calculus [23], our presentation lacksthe dynamic creation of new and possibly private names. There, names providea unique identity to all procedures and cells. The same mechanism convenientlyprovides a unique reference to concurrent objects. Names can also be used asprimitive data structures with a built-in equality and for data encapsulation.We can add the expressiveness of names orthogonally without a�ecting any ofour results. It is not necessary to provide names with a scope of their own as in[23], but it su�ces to let them inherit the scope of the variables. We introducea new expression nx and add the additional reduction axiom:(Else) nx ^ ny ^ if x=y then E else F � ! nx ^ ny ^ F :An expression ny ^ ny would be considered inconsistent since it violates theuniqueness assumption of names. This situation may arise dynamically:9x9y(x=y ^ nx ^ ny)!E 9y(ny ^ ny ^E[y=x])Inconsistencies destroy conuence by making if y=y then E0 else F 0 � reduciblevia both (Then) and (Else).3 The �-CalculusThe �-calculus extends  with constraints. Let � be a �rst-order signature declar-ing function and relation symbols with their respective arities. A theory is a setof closed �rst-order formulae (with equality) over �. A constraint system over �consists of a theory � and a set of �rst-order formulae called constraints. Con-straints are ranged over by � and  . We assume the theory � to be consistent,i.e. � to have a model. The set of constraints must be closed under replacement�[y=x]: for every constraint � the formulae obtained from � by replacing y for xis again a constraint.We do not require constraints to be closed under conjunction (written as � _̂  )nor existential quanti�cation (denoted by _9x�). The formula _> stands for logicaltruth. If �1 and �2 are �rst-order formulae over �, then we write �1 j=� �2 i��1 ! �2 is valid in all models of �. We write �1 j=j� �2 i� �1 j=� �2 and�2 j=� �1. If � is empty, then we omit the subscript � and simply write�1 j= �2 and �2 j=j �1.The de�nition of � is parameterised by a constraint system. The expressions of� are those of , but with equations replaced by constraints of the underlyingconstraint system. The calculus �(x=y) instantiates � with equational constraintsover the empty theory: �;  ::= x=y j _> j � _̂  The calculus �(;) instantiates � with the trivial constraint system, which isempty up to _>. The structural congruence of � extends that of  by the followingaxiom: (Equ) � �  if � j=j�  and FV(�) = FV( )4



Note that we distinguish existential quanti�cation _9x� from declaration 9x�and conjunction � _̂  from composition � ^  and that structural congruencepreserves this distinction. This is an important technical simpli�cation over [19,22, 25]. Reduction of � is de�ned by the axioms in Figure 3. As in , reduction isallowed in all position but in bodies of abstractions and branches of conditionals.(A�) � ^ x:y=E ^ x0 z ! � ^ x:y=E ^ E[z=y] if � j=� x=x0,and V(z) \ BV(E) = ;(C�) �1 ^ �2 !  if �1 _̂ �2 j=j�  (Cell�) � ^ x: y ^ x0 uv ! � ^ x: u ^ v=y if � j=� x=x0(Then�) � ^ if  then E else F � ! � ^E if � j=�  (Else�) � ^ if  then E else F � ! � ^ F if � j=� : Fig. 3. Axioms of Reduction of the �-CalculusThe axioms (A�), (Cell�), and (Then�) are triggered by a single constraint ofthe context if it is su�ciently strong. Combination of constraints (C�) makesmore information available in a single constraint. Compared to , (C�) replacesthe elimination rule. By (Else�), a conditional may reduce to its else branch ifits guard is inconsistent with a constraint of the context. We continue with someexamples illustrating computation in �.Combining Constraints. To make a conditional reducible in a given context, anapplication of rule (C�) may be necessary. For example, consider:E1 � 9y( x=1 ^ y=1 ^ if x=y then F1 else F2 � )The conditional is irreducible because neither x=1 j= x=y, nor y=1 j= x=yhold. However, E1 reduces to E2 by an application of (C�) :E2 � 9y( (x=1 _̂ y=1) ^ if x=y then F1 else F2 � )Now, x=1 _̂ y=1 j= x=y holds, such that the conditional can reduce to F1.Higher-Order Programming. The following example illustrates the higher-ordernature of �. Consider a constraint system providing equations and integers withaddition. Its signature � should contain the constants : : : ;�1; 0; 1; : : : and thebinary function symbol +. We allow sugared notation xn for 9y(xy ^ y=n),where the n are integer symbols. Let us de�ne three abstractions:applytwice:f x y=9z (f xz ^ f z y) 2times:xy= y=x+ x4times:xy= applytwice 2times xy4 Due to the side condition, structural congruence preserves closedness of expressions.



In the context of these abstractions, the expression 4times 3u reduces as follows:4times 3u !A� applytwice 2times 3u !A� 9z (2times 3 z ^ 2times z u)!A� 9z (z=3 + 3 ^ 2times z u) � 9z (z=6 ^ 2times z u)!A� 9z (z=6 ^ u=z + z) !C� 9z (z=6 _̂ u=z + z)� 9z (z=6 _̂ u=12)The remaining declaration for z and the local binding z=6 could be dropped byan appropriate garbage collection rule (see also Example 2 in Section 6.).New Names.The modelling of names as sketched for  falls short in real-ly mixing names and constraints. For example, the reduction step nx ^ ny ^if f(x)=f(y) then E else F � ! F is not justi�ed by either of the conditionalrules. Mixing names and constraints is important when constraints are used tomodel data structures holding higher-order data, in particular if they need tobe compared for equality [24]. In this case, a closer integration of names andthe constraint system is required. An elegant option is to extend the syntax bya declaration construct for names, and to axiomatically require all names to bedistinct and di�erent from all elements in the universe of � [19, 23].An alternative approach would take nx as a constraint for x in a new linearconstraint system N , and require N to contain at least the axiom 8x8y(nx _̂ ny $x 6= y). N is linear since nx _̂ nx must not be equivalent to nx. In addition, theentailment relation used in rules (A�), (Then�), (Equ), etc. must be de�ned interms of both �rst-order entailment and the linear entailment of N . We do notpursue this topic further, since names do not a�ect our results.4 Relating the -Calculus and the �-CalculusWe show that  can be identi�ed with �(x=y), when restricted to closed ex-pressions. This statement holds with respect to termination and complexity,measured by the number of application steps.We need some general notations about computational calculi such as , �(x=y),� [13], or the eager �-calculus, and lazy �-calculus. Our notion of a calculusgeneralises abstract rewrite systems [10]: A calculus is a triple (P; �; !) whereP is a set, � an equivalence relation and ! and a binary relation on P . Werequire a calculus to satisfy (� � ! � �) �!, where � stands for relationalcomposition. The elements of P are called expressions, � congruence and !reduction. The least transitive relation containing! and � is denoted with !�.A derivation of an expression E is a �nite or in�nite sequence of expressions(Ei)ni=0 or (Ei)1i=0 with Ei ! Ei+1 for all possible indices i and E � E0. Acomputation of E is a maximal derivation: That is, either an in�nite derivationor a �nite one whose last element is irreducible with respect to !. Let R be abinary relation on expressions. The number of R-steps in a derivation (Ei)i isthe number of indices i such that (Ei; Ei+1) 2 R.



Theorem1. For every computation of a closed expression E in  there existsa computation of _>^ E in �(x=y) with the same number of application steps,and vice versa.Before we sketch the proof, let us make some additional comments: For everyexpression in  and �, reduction without application terminates. Reduction withaxioms other than (A) or (A�) decreases the number of constraints, appli-cations or conditionals. Hence, Theorem 1 implies that termination of E in coincides with termination _> ^ E in �. However, not all derivations of E needto have the same termination behaviour, due to cells which explicitly introduceindeterminism.5The proof idea is to de�ne a bisimulation similarly to [13] which establishes abijection between computations of E in  and _>^E in �(x=y). Our de�nition ofan appropriate bisimulation is based on normal forms. These are �-standardisedprenex normal forms (PNFs). A PNF D is de�ned by the following grammar:B ::= x:y=D j xy j if � then D1 else D2 � j x: y j � moleculesC ::= > j B j C ^C chemical solutionsD ::= C j 9xD PNFsWe say that D is a normal form of E if D is a normal form and E � D.Proposition2. Every expression E has some normalform D.Proof. Simple. By Axiom (�) any expression may be �-standardised, such thatdeclarations can freely be moved outside via (Scope).Reduction can be decomposed into reduction on normal forms followed by nor-malisation, i.e., transformation of the result into normal form again. Followingthe notation in [16], we de�ne �2 as smallest congruence satisfying the axioms(ACI) and (Exch). Furthermore, we need a collection of relations for reductionon normal forms, each of which is speci�ed by a single axiom:9u(x:y=D ^ xz ^C) �*At 9u(x:y=D ^D[z=y] ^C)9u9x(x=y ^C) �*Et 9uC[y=x] if y 2 V(u)9u(x: y ^ xuv ^C) �*Cellt 9u(x: u ^ v=y ^C)9u(if x=x then D1 else D2 � ^C) �*Thent 9u(D1 ^C)9u(� ^ x:y=D ^ x0 z ^C) �*A�t 9u(� ^ x:y=D ^D[z=y] ^C) if � j=� x=x09u(�1 ^ �2 ^C) �*C�t 9u( ^C) if �1 _̂ �2 j=j�  9u(� ^ x: y ^ x0uv ^C) �*Cell�t 9u(� ^ x: u ^ v=y ^C) if � j=� x=x09u(� ^ if  then D1 else D2 � ^C) �*Then�t 9u(� ^D1 ^C) if � j=�  9u(� ^ if  then D1 else D2 � ^C) �*Else�t 9u(� ^D2 ^C) if � j=� : 5 Other expressions should not incur indeterminism, or at least allow to detect inde-terministic usage as a programming error (cf. admissibility in Section 5).



Proposition3. Let D be a normal form, E an expression, and R one of theaxioms of reduction in  or �. If D !R E then D (�2 � �*Rt � �) E.Proof. Hard technical work. A complete proof in the case of  can be found in[16]. It adapts immediately to �. The most di�cult part is the comparison ofcongruent normal forms. There we need that the congruences of  and � areboth rather simple and similar to each other. More complex congruences can behandled but they incur undue technical problems [19].De�nition4 Bisimulation. A bisimulation for the embedding E 7! _>^E is arelation S between closed expressions of  and �(x=y) satisfying the conditions:B1. If E is a closed -expression, then (E; _>^E) 2 S.B2. If (E; F ) 2 S, R an axiom of fA;Cell; Theng, and E !R E0, then thereexists F 0 such that F !�C � !R� F 0 and (E0; F 0) 2 S.B3. If (E; F )2S and E !E E0, then exists F 0 with F !�C� F 0 and (E0; F 0)2S.B4. If (E; F ) 2 S, R an axiom of fA;Cell; Theng and F !R� F 0, then thereexists E0 such that E !�E � !R E0 and (E0; F 0) 2 S.B5. If (E; F )2S and F !C� F 0, then exists E0 with E !�E E0 and (E; F 0)2S.B6. If (E; F ) 2 S, then F is irreducible with respect to !Else�.De�nition5. We de�ne S to be the set of all pairs (E; F ) of closed  and�(x=y) expressions which allow the following representation: There exists vari-ables xy, natural numbers n, m, and k, equations �1 : : :�n, equational con-straints  1 : : : m, molecules E1 : : :Ek; F1 : : :Fk neither of which is a constraint,and a substitution � : V(y)! V(x) such that the following conditions hold:S1. 9x(�1 ^ : : :^ �n ^E1 ^ : : :^Ek) is a normal form of E.S2. 9y9x( 1 ^ : : :^  m ^ F1 ^ : : :^ Fk) is a normal form of F and m � 1.S3.  1 _̂ : : : _̂  m j= �, where � is considered as _Vfz=�(z) j z 2 V(y)g.S4. Ei = Fi� for all i; 1 � i � k,S5. �1 _̂ : : : _̂ �n j=j 9y( 1 _̂ : : : _̂  m).Lemma6. S is a bisimulation for the embedding E 7! _>^E.Proof. The conditions of a bisimulation can be checked one by one. ConditionB1 is a consequence of Proposition 2 which ensures the existence of a normalform for E. A normal form for _>^E can be easily constructed from that of E.We exemplarily prove one of the other cases, say B3 (all other cases are simi-lar). Assume (E; F ) 2 S with the properties described in De�nition 5 and E0such that E !E E0. Since 9x(�1 ^ : : :^ �n ^E1 ^ : : :^Ek) is a normal form of



E, Proposition 3 applies. We can assume w.l.o.g. that �1 has been eliminated.Hence, there exist distinct u, v and x0 with �1 � u=v, x = x0u, v 2 V(x0), and:E0 � 9x0(�2[v=u] ^ : : :^ �n[v=u]^E1[v=u] ^ : : :^Ek[v=u]) :We de�ne F 0 � 9yu9zv( 1 _̂ : : : _̂  m ^ F1 ^ : : :^ Fk). Obviously, F !�C� F 0,such that it is su�cient to prove (E0; F 0) 2 S . Clearly, E0 and F 0 have normalforms as required in S1. and S2. We de�ne a substitution �0 : V(yu)! V(x0)by �0 = [v=u] � � (�rst � then [v/u]). For short, we write  =  1 _̂ : : : _̂  m.S3. Assumptions  j= � and 9y j=j _Vni=1�i imply  j= �1^� j=j u=v^� j=j �0.S4. Ei[v=u] = (Fi�)[v=u] = Fi([v=u] � �) = Fi�0 for 1 � i � k.S5. ( _Vni=2�i)[v=u] j=j 9u(u=v _̂ _Vni=2�i) j=j 9u( _Vni=1�i) j=j 9yu Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem follows from the existence of a bisimulation(Lemma 6). If (Ei)ni=0 is a �nite derivation of E and (E; F ) 2 S , then wecan inductively construct a derivation (Fi)ni=0 with (En; Fn) 2 S such thatboth sequences have the same number of application steps. We even get thesame result for reduction with cells and conditionals. If (Ei)ni=0 is maximal, then(Fi)ni=0 must be maximal. Otherwise, we could contradict maximality of (Ei)ni=0by applying our bisimulation the other way around. 25 Uniformly Concurrent SubcalculiFunctional programming is a special form of concurrent programming [17]. Re-sult, termination, and complexity of functional programs are independent of theexecution order. For eager functional programming this is reected by the eager�-calculus, and for lazy functional programming by the call-by-need �-calculus[2]. Concurrent computation satisfying the above three independence propertiesis called uniformly concurrent in [16]. We consider complexity and uniformity,since these notions allow for simple adequacy proofs of calculi embeddings.A major advantage of  is the existence of a uniformly concurrent subcalculuswhich can be easily distinguished. This subcalculus is called � and has beenintroduced and investigated in [16]. By Theorem 1, we can carry over mostproperties from  to �(x=y) and conversely. Termination and complexity interms of application steps correspond exactly. But our bisimulation is not strongenough for carrying over conuence or relating the numbers of elimination andcombination steps. In this section, we show how to distinguish a uniform andconuent part of � over an arbitrary constraint system. This can be done inanalogy to the extraction of � out of .We need some general properties of computational calculi. All proofs are feasiblewith standard methods and can be found in [16]. A calculus (P; �; !) is calleduniformly conuent, if it satis�es the following condition:( �!) � (� [ (!�  ))



A uniformly conuent calculus is conuent and uniform with respect to termi-nation and complexity: all computations of the same expression have the samelength.Uniform conuence is a compositional property. If (P; �; !1) and (P; �; !2)are two calculi with commuting reductions, i.e. (1 � !2) � (!1 � 2 ), thenthe union (P; �; !1 [ !2) is uniformly conuent.We now restrict � to a uniformly concurrent calculus. We call an expression Einconsistent, if E contains a constraint equivalent to ? or a subexpression as:� ^ x:y=E ^ x0:z=F such that � j=� x=x0:E is called consistent i� it is not inconsistent. We call an expression E admissible,if all expressions F with E !� F are consistent. It is clear that admissility isan undecidable property. But we can characterise admissible subsets by typesystems [16]. An appropriate type system for eager functional programming isgiven in Section 6.Theorem7. The restriction of � to admissible expressions without cells is uni-formly conuent.Proof. It is su�cient to establish the uniform conuence for all relations !R�where R is in fA;C; Then;Elseg, such as their pairwise commutation. Theseproblems can be reduced to a collection of critical pairs of normal forms.We exemplify the proof of the uniform conuence of !C�. If F1 C� E !C� F2then we can apply Proposition 3. This yields normal forms E1 and E2 of E withF1 C�t �( E1 �2 E2 �*C�t F2. By de�nition of �*C�t there are u, �1, �2,  1,  2,C1, and C2 such that:E1 �2 9u(�1 ^  1 ^C1) �*C�t 9u(�1 _̂  1 ^C1) � F1E2 �2 9u(�2 ^  2 ^C2) �*C�t 9u(�2 _̂  2 ^C2) � F2Lets �rst treat the case �1 = �2. If furthermore  1 =  2, then F1 � F2. If 1 6=  2 then there exists C 0 such that C1 �2  2^C 0 and C2 �2  1^C 0. Hence:F1!C� 9u(�1 _̂  1 _̂  2 ^C 0) C� F2Case �1 6=�2 and  1= 2 is symmetric and case �1 6=�2 and  1 6= 2 is similar.6 The Eager �-Calculus, �-Calculus, and �-CalculusThe �-calculus over the trivial constraint system �(;) is Turing complete. Weprove this statement by embedding the eager �-calculus such that terminationand complexity are preserved. This embedding employs a continuation passingstyle (CPS) [20]. An even simpler embedding can be found in [17]. Both embed-dings lift into �, since �(;) can be embedded into the asynchronous, polyadic



�-calculus [12, 3, 8]. It su�ces to observe the close syntactic similarity of bothcalculi: P;Q ::= P jQ j (�x)P j xhy i j !x(y) : P j 0E;F ::= E ^F j 9xE j xy j x:y=E j > j _>Application in �(;) corresponds to communication and replication in �. Cellscan be ommitted, since (C�) is not applicable in �(;) as it refers to equations.The expressions of the eager �-calculus �e are de�ned by the abstract syntax:V ::= �x:M M;N ::= x j V j MNA variable x is bound in �x:M , and there is no other variable binder. Free andbound variables of an expression M (FV(M ) and BV(M ), resp.) are de�ned asusual. The congruence � of �e identi�es �-expressions up to �-renaming. Itsreduction !�e is de�ned as follows:(�x:M )V !�e M [V=x] if FV(V ) \ BV(M ) = ;M !�e M 0MN !�e M 0N N !�e N 0MN !�e MN 0 M � M 0 M 0 !�e N 0 N 0 � NM !�e NIn Figure 4, we de�ne our CPS-embedding introducing formulae u((M )) as abbre-viation for �(;)-expressions. These reads as: \u is the continuation applied tothe eventual result of evaluatingM".u((x)) � uxu((�x:M)) � 9y(uy ^ y:xv=v((M))) uy linearu((MN)) � 9v9w(v((M)) ^w((N)) ^ v:y=w:z=y z u) uvw linearFig. 4. CPS EmbeddingExample 1. We show the reduction of the expression u((II)), where I � �x:x isthe �-identity. For brevity, we allow some notation for anonymous �-abstractions:For instance, we write Id = xv=v x for the anonymous CPS-identity and y :Idfor the CPS-identity named by y, i.e. for the �-expression y:xv=v x .We shall additionally use the anonymous abstractions V = y=w :W and W =z=y z u. Then we have the following computation in the context of _>:u((II)) � 9v9w(9y( v y ^ y :Id) ^w((I)) ^ v:y=w:z=y z u)!A� 9y9w(y :Id ^w((I)) ^w:z=y z u) ^ 9v(v :V )� 9y9w(y :Id ^ 9z ( wz ^ z :Id) ^w:z=y z u) ^ 9v(v :V )!A� 9y9z (y :Id ^ z :Id ^ y z u ) ^ 9v9w(v :V ^w :W )!A� 9z (uz ^ z :Id) ^ 9v9w9y(v :V ^w :W ^ y :Id)� u((I)) ^ 9v9w9y(v :V ^w :W ^ y :Id)



Theorem8. Eager reduction of a closed �-expression M terminates if and onlyif reduction of _>^ u((M )) terminates in �(;). The number of �e steps in compu-tations of M equals 3 times the number of (A�) steps in those of _>^ u((M )).The proof is based on a simulation plus uniformity instead of a bisimulation.Given a computation of M in �e, we construct a corresponding computation of_>^u((M )) in �(;) using a simulation. The converse follows from uniformity, sinceall computations of an admissible �-expression have the same termination andcomplexity behaviour.In the rest of this section we prove Theorem 8 in two steps: First, we de�ne aappropriate notion of simulation for an embedding M 7! _> ^ u((M )) and showthe existence of such a simulation. Second, we prove admissibility of embeddedexpressions _> ^ u((M )). This is su�cient for combining the proof as sketchedabove, because we can apply Theorem 7.Note that the bisimulation technique of Section 4 is not powerful enough forproving Theorem 8, since our CPS-embedding does not establish a bijectionbetween computations in the �e and �(;). For instance, the expression I (II) hasa unique computation in �e, while _>^ u((I (II))) has two distinct computations.To get rid of the context _>, we reason in the part of  bisimilar to �(;), i.e. weuse the slightly simpler axiom (A) instead of (A�).De�nition9 Simulation. A simulation for an embedding M 7! u((M )) is arelation S�eu between closed �-expressions and -expressions satisfying:S�eu 1. If M is closed, then (M; u((M ))) 2 S�eu .S�eu 2. IfM !�e M 0 and (M; E) 2 S�eu , then there exists E0 such that E !3A E0and (M 0; E0) 2 S�eu , where !3A = !A � !A � !A.S�eu 3. If M is irreducible in �e and (M; E) 2 S�eu , then E is irreducible in !A.Proposition10. For all u there is a simulation for the embedding M 7! u((M )).We omit a detailed proof. Instead, we illustrate the exact correspondence be-tween computations of M and those of u((M )) by an example. A precise formali-sation of this correspondence would yield the simulation. Such a description canbe based on explicit substitutions for �e [13] and contexts for  [16].Example 2. We consider Copy = �x:x x and reduce Copy (I I). To compare re-ductions in  and �e, we need to cope with the fact that �e may copy or annulabstractions. These e�ects are hidden by our meta notation which makes sub-stitutions explicit.Copy (I I)!�e (Copy v1) [I=u1][I=v1]!�e (v1 v1) [Copy=u2][I=u1][I=v1]!�e v1 [Copy=u2][I=u1][I=v1]



In , contexts play the rôle of explicit substitutions in �e. A context is an ex-pression with a hole � which acts as a placeholder: Replacement of an expressionE or context T2 for the hole in a context T1 is denoted by T1[[E]] or T1[[T2]].In order to get rid of unary (continuation) abstractions introduced by u((MN )),we extend reduction with garbage collection (G):9y (x :V ) !G > if V(x) � V(y)As proved in [16], the number of application steps in computations is independentof garbage collection. To ease reading, we use the notation hvwui instead ofv:y=w:z=y z u. The eager computation above corresponds to the computation:u((Copy (I I))) !3A � !G T1[[u((Copy v1))]]T1 = 9u19v1(� ^ u1 :I ^ v1 :I)!3A � !G T1[[T2[[u((v1 v1))]]]]T2 = 9u2(� ^ u2 :Copy)!3A � !G T1[[T2[[u((v1))]]]]We verify the �rst reduction sequence in detail: Observe that u((Copy (I I))) equals9u09v0(u0((Copy)) ^ v0((I I)) ^ hu0v0ui). We reduce the subexpression v0((I I)):v0((I I)) � 9u019v01(u01((Id)) ^ v01((Id)) ^ hu01v01v0i)!2A 9u1 (9v1(u1 :Id ^ v1 :Id ^ u1 v1 v0) ^ 9u019v01(hu01v01v0i ^ v1:z=u1 z v0))!A 9u1 (9v1(u1 :Id ^ v1 :Id ^ v0((v1))) ^ 9u019v01(hu01v01v0i ^ v1:z=u1 z v0))!G 9u19v1(u1 :Id^ v1 :Id ^ v0((v1)))� T1[[v0((v1))]]We now obtain the expected derivation:u((Copy (I I))) � 9u09v0(u0((Copy)) ^ v0((I I)) ^ hu0v0ui)!3A � !G 9u09v0(u0((Copy)) ^ T1[[v0((v1))]] ^ hu0v0ui)� T1[[9u09v0(u0((Copy)) ^ v0((v1)) ^ hu0v0ui)]]� T1[[u((Copy v1))]]Proposition11. Every expression u((M )) is admissible.The proof of this proposition can be done with a linear type system excludingmultiple assignment statically. It can be found the in report version of this paper[18].Proof of Theorem 8. Let (Mi)ni=0 be a computation in �e such that M0 isclosed. By Proposition 10 there exists a simulation S�eu for M 7! u((M )). Theproperties S�eu 1 and S�eu 2 allow the construction of a derivationu((M0))!3A E1 !3A : : :!3A Ensuch that (Mn; En) 2 S�eu . Since Mn is irreducible, S�e3 implies that En isirreducible. Lemma 6 establishes the following computation in �(;):_>^ u((M0))!3A� _>^E1!3A� : : :!3A� _>^En
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